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I NTRODUCTION
The Maker Movement represents the collective energy and ambition of a 
community of inventors, designers, engineers, artists, craftspeople, and 
tinkerers. Its ethos is a mixture of DIYer self reliance informed by  
open-source learning, traditional craftsmanship, new technology, and  
modern design thinking.

 Crafted in home studios, garages, and local makerspaces, the work of these 
makers stirs our imagination and provides a glimpse of what we can achieve 
as a culture of creators.

BLDG 61 is a makerspace that provides maker education to the public at no 
cost in an inspiring and inclusive environment at the Boulder Public Library. 
We are thrilled to present Maker Made: a gallery show celebrating the diverse 
and inspiring work produced by the makers in our community. We welcome 
you to explore the works within.

Sincerely, 
BLDG 61 Team
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#TRE EOPP
TreeOpp is a collaborative initiative 
that taps into the Maker Movement 
to address environmental and social 
challenges in Boulder. BLDG 61 has 
partnered with the city’s Forestry 
Department to transform Emerald Ash 
Borer affected wood into furniture products with apprentices recruited from 
Bridge House. The BLDG 61 TreeOpp program works directly with individuals 
recently experiencing homelessness to learn woodworking skills in our shop 
over the course of three month sessions. 

The TreeOpp program empowers marginalized 
people to create, build, and express themselves 
artistically utilizing a material otherwise destined 
for the landfill. Everyone is creative, and everyone 
has something to share. The Maker Made exhibition 
celebrates the high-quality work of our apprentices 
and the stories behind them.

All proceeds from TreeOpp sales support future apprenticeship programs at 
BLDG 61 utilizing repurposed wood from the city to train underserved people 
in our community valuable shop skills and maker technologies. 

TreeOpp products: ornaments, jewelry, chopping blocks, serving boards, 
tables, benches (price range $10-$6100).
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MAKER MADE 
ARTWORK
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Shark Costume
Jeronimo Barrios Palacios Luna, Jack Lansky

Paper, recycled materials, backpack frame, paint

Created at BLDG 61 under the guidance of renowned artist 
Emma Hardy incorporating advanced paper sculpting 
techniques and found materials.

Catch a Crawdad!
Jeronimo Barrios Palacios Luna, Sydney Wanner, Kaija van Zante

Bare conductive board, 3D printed pieces, laser cut box,  
found materials
Multimodal game design created by BLDG 61 teen interns 
as part of the Build a Better Book Project with CU. Includes 
instruction in English, Spanish, and Braille. The game is based 
on a journey along the Boulder Creek Path.

Lego Copter
Jeronimo Barrios Palacios Luna

Lego, Arduino, servo

Custom Lego design with SparkFun RedBoard operating the 
propeller.
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Tales From the Hive
Tracy Bellehumeur | instagram: @beefarmgirl

Laser cut wood box

An artist book and sound box to signify the importance of  
bees and experience different sounds from a honeybee  
colony. Made with original and vintage drawings and some  
borrowed sounds for a physical computing class at CU. A  
video recording of the original sound box can be found at  
beefarmgirl.wordpress.com.

$225.00 
beefarmgirl@gmail.com | beechicas.com | beefarmgirl.wordpress.com

Electron Elocution (Series)
Steve Bullock | instagram: @neonspacelab

Digital archival prints

An exploration of verbal, visual and symbolic language found 
within the vernacular of electromechanical engineering.

$200 each (frame not included) 
info@neonspacelab.com | neonspacelab.com

Beehive Journal
Tracy Bellehumeur | instagram: @beefarmgirl

Hand-bound coptic stitch journal with laser cut wood covers
This journal is sewn by hand using the coptic stitch, an ancient 
book binding technique originating in the 2nd century in 
Egypt. Made of birch plywood, 100% recycled text paper, and 
linen thread. The cover entails a vintage drawing and collage 
etched and cut at BLDG 61.

$50.00 
beefarmgirl@gmail.com | beechicas.com | beefarmgirl.wordpress.com
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Topographical Mountain Map Coasters
Alexandra Coit | instagram: @cointcreative

Laser Cut Birch Plywood

The 4" x 4" topographical mountain map coasters all represent 
mountain peaks in Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado. 
Each design was created with vector graphics in Adobe 
Illustrator and then cut using a laser cutter.

$30.00/pack of four 
alexandra@coitcreative.com | coitcreative.com

X-Y-Z ~ The Universal Part
Chickens to the Moon 4-H CLub - First Lego League Robotics

3D printed in ABS plastic

This “Universal Part” was printed by 4-H member at BLDG 61 
as part of their Animal Allies 2016 First Lego League Project. 
The team, made up of 4th & 6th grade students, designed 
and printed the x-y-z axis universal part as part of model kit 
distributed to service dog foster families who could construct 
portable, inexpensive, adaptable pet care equipment.

Free Printable Design 
steam.4h.boulder@gmail.com | steam4hboulder.wordpress.com

Wood Earrings
Alexandra Coit | instagram: @coitcreative

Laser cut basswood + walnut

The various earring designs were all designed using AutoCad 
and Adobe Illustrator and then cut using a laser cutter. Some 
designs are coated with blue acrylic paint. All metal hardware 
is nickel free.

$24.00/pair 
alexandra@coitcreative.com | coitcreative.com
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Phases
J. Cole

Collage

Catalogue paper collage on salvaged canvas.

$900.00 
invisible.burro@gmail.com

Topographical Mountain Map Prints
Alexandra Coit | instagram: @coitcreative

Ink on paper

The 14" x 20" framed topographical prints all represent 
mountain peaks in Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado. 
Each design was created with the same vector graphics used 
to laser cut wood.

$45.00 
alexandra@coitcreative.com | coitcreative.com

Topographical Mountain Maps
Alexandra Coit | instagram: @coitcreative

Laser cut birch plywood

The 12" x 12" topographical mountain maps all represent 
mountain peaks in Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado. 
Each design was created with vector graphics in Adobe 
Illustrator and then cut using a laser cutter.

$60.00 each 
alexandra@coitcreative.com | coitcreative.com
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Horizontal Study in Black and White
Michael Deragisch

Wood / metal rods

Abstract mobile, slow rotations, CKA series 2017.

Sale Price: $1200.00 | Show Price $900.00 
michael@coloradokineticarts.com | coloradokineticarts.com

Custom Clock
Jason Cuomo

Plywood, acrylic, clock parts

Custom clock created from laser cut scraps by Bridge House 
apprentice Jason Cuomo. All proceeds go towards continuing 
the TreeOpp apprenticeship program at BLDG 61

Large Floating Notes
Michael Deragisch

Foam core / metal rods

Mobile for music lovers. In constant motion.

Sale Price: $599.00 | Show Price $449.25 
michael@coloradokineticarts.com | coloradokineticarts.com
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Hand Knit Multi Cable Sweater
Louise Fordyce | instagram: @cable8designs

Shetland wool from Isle of Skye, Scotland

Indigo feast of cable pattern.

Budwhy?ser
Doug Felkley

Laser cut beech hardwood, 52 found aluminum cans, scrap 
plywood, scrap metal
This project began on a bicycle ride. Seeing many beer cans 
along the road I wondered why people toss them out the 
window instead of recycling them.  I began collecting any cans 
I found over a dozen rides, 200 in all. This work is a way to 
shine light on littering in America.

$400.00 
felkleyd@comcast.net | felkleywoodworks.com

Custom jewelry & laser cut ornaments
Jason Flandermeyer

Emerald Ash Borer wood, plywood

Custom designed jewelry and ornaments by Bridge House 
apprentice Jason Flandermeyer using EAB wood sourced 
from Boulder County. All proceeds go towards continuing the 
TreeOpp apprenticeship program at BLDG 61.

$20.00 
bldg61@boulderlibrary.org
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Shawl
Louise Fordyce | instagram: @cable8designs

Mohair and hand dyed welsh wool

Thick & Thin - Experiment in texture

The Boulder Bike Cap Project
Steven Frost

Fabric, repurposed underwear waistband, and interlace

A grid display featuring 9 hats produced for Colorado Sewing 
Rebellion events in Boulder and Long Beach California.  
Hats are for sale individually.

$40.00 each 
stevenefrost@gmail.com | stevenfrost.com

Heart Hat
Louise Fordyce | instagram: @cable8designs

Super Bulky Wool

Intarsia two color hand knit.
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Pinball Pop Bumper
Mark Gibson

Pinball machine parts, custom electronics & 3D printed parts, 
plywood, acrylic
This is a working pinball machine pop bumper mounted with 
all of its parts visible from above and below. Have a close look 
to figure out how it works. 
Feel free to remove the pinball from the lower/front wire cage 
and gently release it into the upper/back wire cage to start the 
action. Please keep fingers outside of the rubber rings.

$275.00 
fun.with.pinball@gmail.com | funwithpinball.com

I Can’t Even
Steven Frost

Fabric banner

This large-scale banner was started at the Colorado Sewing 
Rebellion. I produced this banner for an exhibition of the same 
name in Santa Ana, California. The show aided people in 
“letting go” of 2016.

$500.00 
stevenefrost@gmail.com | stevenfrost.com

Aunt Helen and Alice and in the Garden
Steven Frost

T-shirt, acrylic yarn, and threaded sequins

Work produced by a cricket loom which was on loan  
from BLDG 61.

$1,200.00 
stevenefrost@gmail.com | stevenfrost.com
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beatBox (wall)
Jiffer Harriman

Motors, musical objects, Arduino

beatBox (wall) generates rhythmic sequences that are 
performed on xylophone bars and a small cardboard box. 
Step in front of it to turn on the beat, step to the side for a 
rest. After a few repetitions beatBox (wall) will calculate a new 
pattern. Dancing is highly encouraged.

$300.00 
jifferh@gmail.com | www.jifferharriman.com

Tryptych
Lolly Gold

Textile

55” x 17” Quilted cotton fabric, cotton thread.

The Atomic Pinball Clock
Mark Gibson

Retired pinball machine backbox, custom electronics
The Atomic Pinball Clock uses a small radio to receive 
the WWVB atomic clock signal broadcast from Wellington, 
Colorado. Each minute a new time is received and displayed 
on the score reels using custom electronics and software to 
drive the original electromechanical circuits.
Full details at www.FunWithPinball.com/atomic-clock.

fun.with.pinball@gmail.com | funwithpinball.com
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Hellfire
Robby Holb

Bicycle

Custom designed & built bicycle created for cross country 
charity bike ride for the American Lung Association.  
Gas tank & saddle bags repurposed from scrapyard  
Harley Davidson motorcycle.

robbyholb.com

Not About Love
Robby Holb

Laser cut wood and oil paint

Value based sculptural art. Laser cutter, wood, oil paint. 
Created at BLDG 61.

$2,800.00 
robertholb@gmail.com | robbyholb.com

Listening Lamp
Jiffer Harriman

Programmable LEDs, microphone, Arduino, lamp

The Listening Lamp responds to ambient sound and music 
by animating 150 programmable color addressable LEDs with 
several patterns. Talk to me.

$300.00 
jifferh@gmail.com | www.jifferharriman.com
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DL1416 SmarTerm “Retro” Computer
Dan Julio

Plastic / electronics / firmware

A reminiscent, interactive look at the early days of personal 
computing using a combination of new and old technology. 
The primitive LED interface is captivating and invites 
exploration. The heavy keyboard provides a satisfying 
physical experience. Tiny BASIC software makes programming 
approachable to anyone and the ELIZA “therapist” reminds us 
the difference between man and machine, even today,

danjuliodesigns.com

Flower Time
Jean Hultkrans

Vintage clock, bone, coral, dried flowers, “Sunflowers” 
painting by Braque
I create floral art that incorporates the principles of Japanese 
flower arranging. Working with found materials, like parts of 
a non-working vintage clock, gives me the opportunity to see 
objects and flowers in new ways.

$100.00 
jhultkrans@aol.com | pinterest.com/hultkrans

Untitled
Lisa Holmberg

Yarn

Linen stitch knit using left over sock yarn.
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Miniature Toy Box (farm)
Daniela Kupsh

plywood/laser cut

Box with engraved lid that can be flipped over for a play area 
with street, parking space and lake. Comes with miniature 
figures (house, barn, fences, animals, cars, people, bridge) and 
attachable ramp.

$35.00 
dsollmann@gmx.de

In the End, It all Withers.
Farjana Ria Khan

Laser cut wood, thread, found materials, duration art

This piece consists of a CPU heatsink and RAM from 
a computer replicated out of wood. I want to evoke a 
conversation of nature versus technology, the transient 
beauty but also futility of nature alongside of technology, its 
appropriation and the resulting aesthetics that subtly conflict.

$198.00 
friak42@gmail.com

Digital Age Child
Farjana Ria Khan

Laser cut wood and acrylic, stepper motor powered by Arduino

This piece was made when I first began incorporating Arduino 
and other forms of circuitry in my art. It’s a visual reflection 
and documentation of me as a beginner then of this new 
expression of creativity with the possibilities feeling as vast as 
the universe.

$357.00 
friak42@gmail.com
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Sheep to Pussy Hat
Kathy Lane

Handspun corriedale, merino, alpaca fibers, bamboo, 
commercial flax/linen. Acid dyed
This is my first foray of the whole yarn process taking “raw” 
corriedale fleece, washing, combing, spinning & dyeing the 
yarn. The magenta/fuchsia skein at the front is a sample of 
what will become a sheep to pussy hat.

Miniature Halloween Box
Daniela Kupsh

Plywood/laser cut

Box with engraved lid that can be flipped over for a display 
area. Comes with spooky miniature figures (houses, trees, 
ghosts, gravestones and more).

$50.00 
dsollmann@gmx.de

Get out of My Face
R Mercedes Lindeonoak

Mixed and reclaimed metal and salt water etching

Metal pull chain puppet. A tongue in cheek look at the 
frustration that comes with having a disability and everyone 
thinks they know how to fix you. Pull the chain and people 
come flying out of the face..
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Liam and John’s Motorcycle
Sean Lokits

Metal

This motorcycle was built for our two young boys, (5 and 1), to 
drive around. I designed and built the framework with black 
pipe, using a tube bender and welder. I used recycled bike 
parts for the front and back ends, a refurbished motor, and an 
old skateboard for their seat.

Cathedral Window
R Mercedes Lindeonoak

Sterling silver and hand cut agate

Oxidized sterling silver box with holes cut out to let light shine 
through the agate. It represents the soul that shines through 
us all.

$850.00 
lindenoak@yahoo.com

Cozy Christmas
Amanda Lineberry | instagram: @lineberrydesign

Mixed Media Shadow Box

A cozy holiday scene inspired by my favorite winter things: 
reading, hot cocoa, cookies & cats.

$150.00 
amlineberry@gmail.com
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Semi-Formal
Morley McBride

Textiles (denim, cotton, polyester)

I created this shower curtain from old clothing when in dire 
need of more counter space in a very cramped, shared 
bathroom. It functions as extra storage for toiletries (via the 
pockets) as well as a humorous nod to constant friendly 
company in the bathroom. The neckties are removable and 
can be changed based on mood and bathroom aesthetics.

morecreativebydesign.com

Golf Ball Launcher
Anyll Markevich

Laser cut plywood

A golf ball launcher designed to throw a golf ball 10ft. This 
projected was inspired by “The Great Courses, Do It Yourself 
Engineering.” This model is slightly modified to meet the 
constraints of the laser cutter.

Haute Couture
Juliette Nelson

Yarn, thread, baltic birch plywood

Collection of fiber weavings on tiny leaser cut looms.

Email to discuss price. 
juliettenelson@icloud.com | juliettenelson.com
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Custom Jewelry
Kristy Nguyen

Bamboo jewelry

Mountain and ocean inspired eco-friendly wood jewelry for 
wanderlust souls. Established at BLDG 61.

mountaingypsea.com

Flamingo Tutus
Juliette Nelson

Yarn, thread, hand felted wool

Wall hanging fiber weaving with hand felted wool. Woven on 
small handheld laser cut loom.

Email to discuss price. 
juliettenelson@icloud.com | juliettenelson.com

Circus Ballerina
Juliette Nelson

Yarn, hand dyed wool, LED lights

Wall hanging fiber weaving that lights up. Woven on a  
cricket loom.

Email to discuss price. 
juliettenelson@icloud.com | juliettenelson.com
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Wire Nails, Brads and Tacks
Scott Hiller & Alan Peters

Screen print on live edge beetle kill pine

19.5" x 23"

$500.00 
alan@jupitervisual.com | slabmatic.co

Single Twist Auger Bit
Scott Hiller & Alan Peters

Screen print on live edge beetle kill pine

36" x 17"

$800.00 
alan@jupitervisual.com | slabmatic.co

Gifotron
Emily Platzer | twitter: @ResistorAllnce

Acrylic, Raspberry Pi and RPi camera, arcade button, LEDs
A machine that takes photos, turns them into a gif, and then 
uploads them to twitter.
Email to discuss price. 
resistoralliance@gmail.com
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SeaWorld
Thyra Rockwood

SuperD 3D Modeler and 3D print
Three girls ages 12 and 13 collaborate to re-imagine “Finding 
Nemo” in 3D and 3D print it. Starting from scratch the group 
found a topic, decided responsibilities, and then worked to 
give the art a common feel. From seaweed to sea turtles they 
imagined a remake of the famous movie.

Wooden Cups
David Rutherford

Aspen or lodgepole pine

Sections of aspen or pine logs were turned on a lathe to 
form a cup. The cups were then decorated using the rotary 
attachment on a 40w CO2 laser cutter. The engraved design 
was then blackened using acrylic paint.

Twain
Alyn Rockwood

Math, SuperD design software, 3D print, and cast material
“In the beginning the Prime begat Twain.” - I Ching
Two bracelets, Art and Technology, are duals. In 4D they are 
the same, but they project to 3D from different viewpoints; 
manifestations of the same creative force underpinning 
aesthetics and mathematics.

$1,800.00 
alynrockwood@gmail.com | bouldergraphics.io
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Burnham Plan of Chicago
Erik Smith

Laser cut aluminum

Two years after the Chicago fire, Daniel Burnham and John 
Root formed an architectural firm; Burnham and Root. They 
built the first steel framed skyscraper in the world, launching 
Chicago’s reputation as the city of big shoulders. In 1890 they 
were tasked with organizing a national team of architects to 
design and build the World’s Columbian Exposition. Despite 
Root’s death six months prior to opening, the World’s Fair was 
a huge success. Burnham moved on from designing single 
buildings to creating a plan of Chicago, a modern layout 
for the still recovering city. This map shows his plan as he 
imagined it, although it was only partially implemented. He 
has been credited with preserving the lakefront as public park 
land.

www.erikartsmith.com

The Melton Tablets
Mathew Sisson

Laser engraved, MDF maple

The Melton Tablets are a puzzle hunt experience that was 
created to showcase the little details that can be found around 
downtown Boulder. Using the tablets, you can interact with 
various buildings which provide answers to various puzzles. 
The prototypes were created here at Boulder Library’s BLDG 
61. You can experience the Melton Tablets at Boulder’s Enigma 
Escape Rooms (enigmaboulder.com).

mathewsisson.com

Steampunk Scarf
Stephanie Flynn Sokolov | instagram: @ stephanieflynnsokolov

Bamboo and metallic yarn

The cog motifs on this captivating piece of color-and-weave 
patterning are achieved by discharge dyeing-using bleach to 
purposefully remove some of the color on the woven fabric. 
For this technique, the weaving is completed and the fabric 
washed to full it before the discharge dyeing. For this piece, 
a bleach pen is used to remove the color within the stenciled 
areas. The result is a fascination pattern that truly makes this a 
one-of-a-kind masterpiece.

stephanieflynnsokolov.com
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Depth Lens
Lex Talkington | instagram: @lextalkington

Mixed media

An exploration of light, depth, and form - Depth Lens is 
comprised of 42 edge lit acrylic plates in constant transition 
with the flexibility to be customized.

Email to discuss pricing. 
lextalkington@gmail.com | lextalkington.com

I Spy Quilt, Circle Edition
Christy Spielman

Quilt, fabric

Crib sized quilt in circular pieces.

Wedding Huppah
Christy Spielman

Quilt

Original Huppah design with family tree embroidery.
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In-Line Swimmers
Rozie Vajda

Fiber arts; found-object assemblage

Motioned by an oar, bodies of articulated piano parts and 
aspen branches with faces felted in wool, framed in woodcut 
remnants, landscape edging, weathered fencing, xylophone 
keys, a drafting mat, and a paper-making brush.

$4,444.00 
rozie.vajda@gmail.com

OEDC
Lex Talkington | instagram: @lextalkington

Mixed media

Over-Engineered Desktop Calendar. An eclectic design of 
wood, metal, and typography meld into aesthetic functionality.

Email to discuss pricing. 
lextalkington@gmail.com | lextalkington.com

Serpentine
Laura Wei

Yarn

Crocheted posable dragon figure.
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Honeycomb Gardening System
Alexander G Worden | StudioTJOA | instagram: @studiotjoa

Aluminum and plastic

This modular stacking system consists of separate pieces that 
can be combined in numerous variations to suit the user’s 
needs. The planter cup, 3d printed and reproduced from a 
silicone mold holds soil to allow gardeners to grow plants 
indoors or out.

Made Custom to Order 
alex@studiotjoa.com | studiotjoa.com

The Go Box
Alexander G Worden | StudioTJOA | instagram: @studiotjoa

Pine

The Go Box is a set of spice containers which nest together to 
enable proper storage of spices and are in the tradition of the 
Indian Tiffin containers. Made from a CNC’d 2x4 piece of pine 
lumber the Go Box is a great piece for any home.

Made Custom to Order 
alex@studiotjoa.com | studiotjoa.com

Tree of Gondor
Laura Wei

Yarn

Double-sided knit wall hanging depicting Tolkien heraldry.

$250.00 
weimouse@gmail.com
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SUSY
Marko Zivkovich

Digital illustration.

High resolution print of an original vector graphic.

$450.00

The Lilypad
Alexander G Worden | StudioTJOA | instagram: @studiotjoa

Polyurethane foam

The LILYPAD is a visual statement piece used to create a 
focal point in space, be it the home, office, or event space. At 
approximately five feet in diameter the LILYPAD is lightweight 
and buoyant, making its possibilities endless. Each piece is 
hand crocheted and made to order by Alexander Worden.

$300.00 (Purple or Grey) 
alex@studiotjoa.com | www.studiotjoa.com
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